
SENATE No.No. 111.

The Joint Special Committee, to which was referred the peti-
tion of Gabriel H. Thompson, “praying that some reward
or remuneration may be granted him for the important dis-
covery of the Quadrature of the Circle,” have attended to
that duty, and ask leave to

That, shortly after this business was committed to them, they
met the petitioner, and gave him several patient hearings upon
the subject-matter of his petition; in the course of which, he
produced many diagrams, with geometrical and logarithmic
calculations, intended to prove the truth of his discovery.
Among these, were some hundred manuscript pages of tables,
equations, fluxions and explanations, altogether showing a
vast amount of labor, and no inconsiderable degree of ingenu-
ity, on the part of the petitioner.

Having thus examined the grounds on which the alleged
discovery is made, the Committee next devoted themselves,
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with what diligence their other engagements would permit, to
an investigation of the utility and real merits of the petition-
er’s claim. This led them to examine into the history and suc-
cess of the efforts which have been made, from time to time,
for many ages past, in attempting the solution of the vexed
problem of the quadrature of the circle. To give the details
of what history shows in this behalf would swell this report
to an unwieldy volume, and, therefore, a brief statement must
suffice.

It is more than two thousand years ago since Archimedes,
the illustrious discoverer of a method for finding the exact con-
tents of conic sections, exerted his great mathematical powers
for the solution of the problem of the quadrature of the circle,
without success,—though he ascertained that the ratio of the
diameter to the circumference was nearly in the proportion of
7to 22. After him, many others devoted a large portion of
their lives to the same object, with but little, if any, better suc-
cess. Among these, Wolfius, Van Ceulen, Sharp and Machin
were among the most celebrated. It is related of Sharp, on
high authority, that his solution was so near the truth, that, the
diameter of the earth being given, we might from thence com-
pute the number of sands, equal to the solid contents of the
earth, so near as not to differ one grain of sand from the truth.
Machin carried his figures to one hundred places in the appor-
tionment; and they are stated to have been since carried to
two hundred and fifty. Metius gives the ratio as 113 to 355;
and this is regarded as the most accurate of all those expressed
in small numbers, being considered as not erring three in ten
millions.

On the discovery by Newton and Leibnitz of the doctrine of
fluxions, about 180 years ago,—a discovery which is charac-
terized as being “one of the greatest, most subtle and sublime
of that or any other age,”—a new impulse was given to the
efforts of mathematicians for the discovery of the exact quad-
rature, this discovery being considered as a perfect key to
“ the finding of a right line equal to a proposed curve,” and
affording what was declared to be a complete rectification of
curve lines, totally beyond the reach of ancient geometers.
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Consequently, since this discovery, many alleged quadratures
have been, “ from time to time, published by minor geome-
ters, with all the conceit and confidence which seldom fail to
accompany inferioritysome attributing their success to di-
vine inspiration, and others to their superior talents. But, not-
withstanding the comparatively modern discovery of fluxions,
and that of the still more modern one of the calculus, by
Glenie, some 70 years ago, it is still conceded, on high author-
ity, that all effort in this behalf—at least to a recent date—has
been abortive.

Last year, Mr. Young, a gentleman of Vermont, and for-
merly a member of Congress, published an ingenious work, of
some 300 pages, on “ unity of purpose or rational analysis,” in
which he devotes 70 pages to a solution of this question—de-
claring, at the outset, that his purpose was “ to prove, to the
satisfaction of the world, that the circumference of the circle,
whose is unity, or 1, is 3,1748020, or the third or
cube root of 32, and hence that the area, or one fourth of the
circumference, is ,7937005, or the cube root of ,5, in lieu of the
popular series—,785 3981(3399, &c. Without undertaking to de-
termine upon the merits or success of the formula adopted in
this work for the solution of the pr blem, it may be said to be
of a transcendental character, and differs essentially, in its
form and results, from other received theories. The author
declares that, if Archimedes had “adopted unity as the di-
ameter of the circle, and geometrized upon lines in lieu of
areas, he would at once, have discovered where his error lay
and it is not a little singular, that Mr. Young seems to rely, for
his alleged quadrature, upon the principles laid down in one of
the most ancient mathematical works extant to wit, the 47th
problem of the Ist book of Euclid.

In regard to the practicability and utility of a true solution
of the quadrature of the circle, able writers do not seem to

a „re6) S ome alleging that its accurate solution “ would serve
no other purpose but to gratify the curiosity of mathemati-
cians.” Legendre declares il to be “ one of those idle ques-
tions, about which no one, possessing the least tincture of geo-
metrical science, will spend any portion of his time,” and that
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“ although (he true ratio of the diameter to the circumference
has not been obtained, yet, that no advantage whatever would
be derived from the true over the approximate ratio,” &c. But
JMr. Young, above quoted, combats these views, and retorts by
asking “if any known distance from the truth can well be
ascertained if we know not where the truth lies?” Notwith-
standing these conflicting views, and the probability that the
solution may not, in the abstract, become of much practical
use, yet the Committee believe that, in a science which of all
others is regarded as the most certain and demonstrable upon
known facts and principles, acknowledged to be immutable,—
if we except this vexed question,—the discovery of the exact
quadrature could have no other than a beneficial and healthy
influence upon mathematical science generally. And it is well
understood that foreign societies, if not nations, have funds
specially appropriated as a standing reward for the discovery;
undoubtedly believing that the solution would have a tend-
ency to promote further investigation, if not discovery, in the
science of numbers.

The petitioner claims that he has discovered the true quad-
rature of the circle, and this he undertakes to prove by both
projection and logarithms. To elucidate it by projection, he
first draws a square, equal on all its sides, and then a circle
within the square, exactly intersecting the four sides of it.
Within this circle he draws another regular square, the angles
of which touch the circle and the centre of the sides of the
first square. He then draws two lines through the centre of
the circle intersecting the four angles of the inner square. Of
course, this division of the squares and the circle leaves three
spaces in each of the four quarters of the outer square,—one
being entirely outside the circle and two within it. The one
next the centre of the circle—within the inner square—he
marks A; that between the side of the inner square and the
periphery of the circle, Y, and that outside the periphery, and
between that and the angle of the outer square, X. Of course,
in this projection, “A,” being exactly one half of the one
fourth part of the outer square, must be exactly equal to “ Y”
and “X,” which form the other half.
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He then adopts a formula consisting of a series of six dis-
tinct equations, and, by the aid of these, and what he denomi-
nates as his universal calculus for determining the square
and area of any and all circles—to wit ,8875, (differing 0021
from the received calculus,) he undertakes to show the exact
contents of each of the angular and curvilinear figures above
described, and thence the true quadrature of tire whole circle.
To state here the forms of these equations, and the demonstra-
tions of each of them, would extend this report to an unrea-
sonable length, and, therefore, the Committee have merely ap-
pended copies of some of the principal of them for reference.

By these diversified means, he makes out, to his own satisfac-
tion, that the received idea, that the circumference of a circle
measures only three hundred and sixty degrees, can only be
true when measured on chord lines, as in the case of a regular
hexagon, and that three degrees should be added to each of the
six sides ofsuch hexagon, when the true measure of the cir-
cumference of the regular circle will be shown to be three hun-
dred and seventy-eight degrees ; that (lie same number of three
degrees should be added to sixty, the received radius, which
will give the true radius of sixty-three degrees. To illustrate
this view of the dimensions of the circle, he exhibits a large
projected figure of it on a board, on which the degrees are all
marked, and then, taking a space with the dividers correspond-
ing with any equal portion of the straight line and radius, he
carries the same space around the circumference, and thus en-
deavors to prove the truth of his theory by projection. Hut as
these measurements are merely chords, it necessarily follows,
that they can be no guide in regard to the curve of the circle,
and are applicable only to straight lines, and polygonal figures,
with sides equal to the spaces embraced in the dividers

In carrying out his solution of the problem, he makes the
true proportion which the diameter of a circle bears to the cir-
cumference, when the diameter is unity, or 1, to be exactly as
1 to 3,15, instead of 3,14, nearly, which, for ages past, has
been received as the nearest approximation to the truth. He
also undertakes to prove by it that a true degree of the earth’s
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surface measures sixty-three miles instead of sixty, and that
all the problems now used in navigation are erroneous to the
extent of that difference.

But the Committee deem it of no consequence whatever, as to
the number of degrees which maybe made or found in the peri-
pheries of circles,—or the exact number of miles contained in a
degree of the earth’s surface,—so far as the question of the true
solution of the quadrature is concerned. The true solution
must be found (if at all) in the exact ratio, or proportion,
between the diameter and the circumference. Indeed, the di-
vision of degrees is merely supposititious and conventional, and
the three hundred and sixty, into which the periphery is usually
divided, is merely for the convenience of computation. Acting
on this view of the matter, some French mathematicians have
already divided it into four hundred degrees, and calculated
their tables of logarithms upon this basis; and this division
was highly recommended by the late Dr. Bowditch, on the.
ground that it greatly tended to simplify and facilitate mathe-
matical calculations. The petitioner, however, is far from en-
tertaining such a view of the subject; and one of his arguments
in favor of his theory of three hundred and seventy-eight de-
grees is, that this number is the only one which will “square
the diameter without a remainder.”

But the Committee are unable to conceive how the mere pro-
portional alteration of the integral numbers of any problem can
be claimed as the only basis of its true solution. On the
contrary, as the same relative proportion exists between 378
and 63 (the petitioner’s numbers) as between 360 and 60—

the received numbers—they cannot believe that a true solution
of the problem can depend upon any such proportional alter-
ation.

But the petitioner undoubtedly believes, in the enthusiastic
fulness of his heart, that his method of effecting the solution
of the problem is the only true one Indeed, he seems to have
a perfect monomania in favor of his theory, in all its bearings
upon the question, and, like others who have preceded him, he
ascribes his alleged discovery to divine inspiration. And the
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Committee are not without their sympathies in his behalf; but,
notwithstanding their desire to present his claim in as favora-
ble a light as their duty will allow, they are yet compelled to
differ from him in his views, and are therefore constrained to
recommend that he have liberty to withdraw his petition.

Per order of the Committeee

JAMES GREGORY Chairman.
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He states that the following Rule will prove the truth of his
alleged discovery of the quadrature of the circle, viz:—

“ Rule.—As the quarter periphery ofany given circle is to its
diameter, so is the area of any other circle to the square of its
diameter.

“Thus; 4)378
94.5 : 120 : ; 50.40 ;

120

100800
5040

94.5)004800(64
5670

3780
3780

0000
“ Note.—378 is the only circumference that will square the

diameter without a remainder.
“Proof; 4)360

~90 : 120 : ; 50.40 ;

120

100800
5040

90)604800(67.2
540

648
630

180
180
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,

“ Here it is evident, that any thing less than the real circum-
ference will give more than the square of the diameter, and
visa versa.”

The following diagram, equations and remarks are also pre-
sented by Mr. Thompson :

X

Equations.

1. y+x=A.
2. A-\-y-\-x= 1.
3. 4A+4j/=Ai324#.
4. 4A-|-4i/-(-4#=A.6 2

.

5. ABxDKB=AB2—4#.
6. A.B 2 X ,7875=AB 2

—4#.

“ Rule.—As the half square of the radius of any given circle
is to its segment y, or concave triangle x, so is the hall square
of the radius of any other circle to its segment y, or concave
triangle#.” “Note.”
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“ Note.—A, Y, or x, in this circle, must be sixteen times as
great as A, Y, or x, in the first circle; [this circle being four
inches in diameter, while the former is but two inches.—J. G.]
because each area increases with the square of the radius.”

QUADRATURE OF THE CIRCLE. [April,
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As 576 : 453.60 : : 24 : 18,9
24

Demonstrations on the Board.

This problem may be stated as follows;
“ As the square of the diameter is to the area of any given

circle, so is the diameter to the quarter of the periphery of any
circle.”

As 24 : 18.9 ; : 57 6 : 453.6

This last is intended to solve the problem, “as the diameter
is to the quarter periphery, so is the square of the diameter to
the area of any circle.”

18.9

5184
4608
576

24)108864(453.6
96

128
120

86
72

144
144

000
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As 18.9 : 24 : : 453.6 : 576

24

18144
9072

18.9)108864(576
945

1436
1323

1134
1134

0000
This is intended to demonstrate, that, “as the quarter of the

periphery is to the diameter, so is the area to the square of the
diameter of any given circle.”

As 60 : 63 ; : 90 : 94.5
90

60)5670(94.5
540

270 94.5
240 4

30.0 378.0
300

000
This last is intended to demonstrate, that, “as 60, the re-

ceived radius of any circle on the chord line, is to 63, the true
radius, so is 90, the received quarter of any circle on the chord
line, to the true spherical circle.”

To determine the quantity y.
From the universal calculus .7875, subtract the quantity

A—.s of an inch, and you will obtain the quantity y.
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Thus: .7875
,5000=A D. 2.000

i pr. 1.575
.2875=y.

2) .425
Proof: A—y=x.

#=.2125
Thus; .5000=A.

,2875=y.

.2125=#.
Now, A-f-y-(-#=l square inch.

Note.—When the spaces on the circumference are so infi-
nitely near together that they cannot be separated, it becomes
one continued line, and then the proportions are the same.




